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Using near-field optical microscopy, we investigate propagation and scattering of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP’s) excited in the wavelength range of 780–820 nm at nanostructured gold-film surfaces with areas of 200-nm-wide scatterers arranged in a 400-nm-period triangular lattice containing line defects. We observe the SPP reflection by such an area and SPP guiding along line defects at 782 nm, as well as significant deterioration of these effects is 815 nm, thereby directly demonstrating the SPP band gap effect and showing first examples of SPP channel waveguides in surface band gap structures.
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Conventional photonic band gap (PBG) structures are composed of regions with a periodic modulation of the refractive index that do not allow the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a certain interval of wavelengths, i.e., that exhibit the PBG effect [1]. From the point of view of solid state physics, the periodicity in a dielectric constant results in the photonic stop band just like the periodicity in an electrostatic potential gives rise to the forbidden electronic energy band [2]. Using the language of physical optics, the PBG effect can be viewed as an extension of Bragg reflection in one direction (e.g., occurring in lasers with distributed feedback) to Bragg reflection of waves propagating in any direction. The PBG effect (in periodic media) can also be regarded as a counterpart of strong (Anderson) localization of light in random media [3] both being interference phenomena related to strong multiple scattering of light. Recently, the interest in the PBG structures (photonic crystals) has been further fueled by the theoretical predictions [4] and experimental demonstration (albeit in the millimeter range of wavelengths) [5] of efficient waveguiding around a sharp corner of a line defect in the PBG structure. It became clear that the PBG structures, when properly designed and realized, might be advantageously used for photonic circuits allowing for an unprecedented level of integration [6]. First examples of successfully realized two-dimensional (2D), PBG-based, optical components include a defect mode laser [7], microcavities [8], highly dispersive elements (“superprisms”) [9], and a bent laser cavity [10].

Given the perspective of integrating various PBG-based components within a few hundred micrometers, we realized that one may employ for the same purpose even relatively lossy 2D waves, e.g., surface plasmon polaritons (SPP’s). SPP’s are surface electromagnetic waves propagating along a metal-dielectric interface and having the amplitudes exponentially decaying in the neighbor media [11]. The SPP propagation constant \( \beta \) is determined by the corresponding dielectric constants \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \) of the two media: 

\[
\beta = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \left( \frac{\varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2}{\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2} \right)^{0.5},
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of light in free space. The propagation length of SPP’s is thereby limited due to the internal damping (Ohmic losses): 

\[
L_{\text{SPP}} = \left( 2 \Im(\beta) \right)^{-1},
\]

where \( L_{\text{SPP}} \) is the distance after which the SPP intensity decreases to \( 1/e \) of its starting value. For example, the SPP propagation length along a silver-air interface exceeds 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) for light wavelengths already in the near infrared range [11], implying that the realization of integrated optical circuits based on the SPP band gap (SPPBG) effect is feasible at the telecommunication wavelengths. It should also be mentioned that the SPPBG effect has been observed (though indirectly) by performing angular and wavelength resolved measurements of the reflectivity of a periodically corrugated silver film [12].

In this Letter, we report what we believe to be the first direct observations (with a near-field optical microscope) of the SPPBG effect and SPP guiding along line defects in SPPBG structures. This work represents a further development of our activity within micro-optics of SPP’s [13]. However, instead of controlling elastic (in the surface plane) SPP scattering by sets of a few microscatterers [13], we employ elastic SPP scattering within areas of periodically arranged surface scatterers to inhibit the SPP propagation inside these areas for a certain range of wavelengths.

The experimental setup consists of a stand-alone scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) [14] and an arrangement for SPP excitation in the usual Kretschmann configuration [11]. SPP’s are excited along a 45-nm-thick gold film that has been thermally evaporated on a glass substrate and whose surface has been covered with areas of a 400-nm-period triangular lattice of \( \sim 200 \)-nm-wide and \( \sim 45 \)-nm-high gold scatterers (Fig. 1). This nanopatterning has been produced by using electron beam lithography on a resist layer on the gold film, evaporation of a second gold layer, and liftoff. The fabricated surface structure contained line defects of different widths and two main orientations, viz. \( \Gamma K [\text{Figs. 1(a) and 1(d)}] \) and \( \Gamma M [\text{Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)}] \), of the irreducible Brillouin zone of the lattice.
Reflection by the periodic surface structure of the resonantly excited SPP propagating approximately along the $\Gamma K$ direction was investigated for different light wavelengths (Fig. 2). The optical images represent the intensity interference patterns formed by the excited SPP, the SPP reflected by the periodic structure, and the SPP’s scattered by other surface structures (e.g., markers) located outside of the imaged area. At $\lambda \approx 782$ nm, the reflected SPP is close in strength to the excited SPP and much stronger than the scattered SPP’s resulting in very bright interference fringes seen in front of the structure [Fig. 2(b)]. This feature along with a virtually zero signal just $\sim 2 \mu m$ inside the structure indicates its high reflectivity and strong damping of the incident SPP. The reflectivity and damping rapidly decrease with the increase of the light wavelength and the reflected SPP becomes weak, comparable to the scattered SPP’s and spread inside the structure. As a result, the difference in the SPP intensity distributions inside and outside of the structure diminishes at $\lambda \approx 792$ nm [Fig. 2(c)] and practically vanishes at $\lambda \approx 815$ nm [Fig. 2(d)]. Such a drastic wavelength dependence of the SPP intensity inside the structure and its reflectivity represents, in our opinion, an unambiguous evidence of the SPPBG effect. Finally, note that the optical images are not visibly affected by the presence of the scatterer in front of the structure, a feature that also indicates that the influence of topographical artifacts is rather small in this configuration [15].
Given the occurrence of the SPPBG effect, one may expect to observe, at the corresponding wavelength, the SPP guiding along a line defect in the SPPBG structure. As it turned out, we found no evidence of SPP guiding along the line defect of $\Gamma K$ orientation [Fig. 2(b)] obtained by removing a chain of hexagonal clusters [Fig. 1(a)]. This may seem surprising, but one should bear in mind that very little is known about 2D SPPBG structures on the theoretical side, probably because even the case of SPP scattering by an individual surface defect requires elaborate simulations [16]. We found that the line defect of $\Gamma M$ orientation with nearly the same width (having three rows of scatterers removed) does support the SPP guiding at 782 nm, albeit over only a short distance of $\sim 5 \mu m$ (Fig. 3). Note the SPPBG structure reflects efficiently the incident SPP at this wavelength but poorly at 792 nm. One can therefore conclude that the SPPBG effect is also present for $\Gamma M$ orientation with the gap being centered close to 782 nm.

Topographical and optical cross sections [Fig. 3(d)] taken $\sim 4 \mu m$ inside the structure indicate that the SPPBG waveguide mode is well confined inside the waveguide, whose width is only $\sim 1.39 \mu m$ [Fig. 1(b)]. At the same time, the neighboring waveguide (having two rows of scatterers removed and the width of $\sim 1.04 \mu m$) does not support the guided mode even over a short distance. It seems that the width of the latter waveguide is below the cutoff value for the fundamental mode, whereas the width of the former is just above it. This can make the mode propagation very sensitive to the waveguide irregularities and account for the short propagation distance observed for this mode [Fig. 3(b)].

The above conjecture is supported by the images obtained with the SPPBG structure of $\Gamma K$ orientation containing the line defect along $\Gamma M$ direction (Fig. 4). One can notice a weak mode (at 782 nm) propagating in this defect that also has three rows of scatterers removed [Fig. 1(c)]. In addition, it is seen that a pronounced SPP beam propagates in a wide ($\sim 3.2 \mu m$) channel (of $\Gamma K$ orientation) between two SPPBG structures [Fig. 1(d)]. Topographical and optical cross sections [Fig. 4(d)] taken $\sim 4 \mu m$ inside the structure display the intensity profiles of both the (fundamental) mode of the narrow SPPBG waveguide and a combination of (probably the first two) modes of the wide channel. Again, the SPP guiding in the line defects and the SPP reflection of the SPPBG structure disappear when the wavelength increases to 815 nm [Fig. 4(c)]. The propagation of the combination of modes in the wide SPPBG channel over $\sim 18 \mu m$ without noticeable loss (Fig. 5) demonstrates the ability of line defects in the SPPBG structures to efficiently guide SPP fields. Note that, contrary to what might have been expected [4,5], the SPP guiding observed thus far (Figs. 4 and 5) does not show the effect of turning around sharp edges.

FIG. 3. Gray-scale (a) topographical and near-field optical images ($15 \times 15 \mu m^2$) taken at $\lambda \equiv (b) 782$, (c) 792 nm together with (d) cross sections along the line marked on the corresponding optical image. Periodic surface structure with two line defects having $\Gamma M$ orientation corresponds to the resist structure shown in Fig. 1(b). Depth of the topographical image is 150 nm. Contrast of the optical images is $\sim 97\%$.

FIG. 4. Gray-scale (a) topographical and near-field optical images ($13 \times 13 \mu m^2$) taken at $\lambda \equiv (b) 782$, and (c) 815 nm together with (d) cross sections along the line marked on the corresponding optical image. Periodic surface structure with the line defect of $\Gamma M$ orientation corresponds to the resist structure shown in Fig. 1(c), whereas the wide defect of $\Gamma K$ orientation is shown in Fig. 1(d). Depth of the topographical image is 170 nm. Contrast of the optical images is $\sim 98\%$. 
corners. Exploration of this important functionality of SPPBG structures requires a special investigation and is a subject of our further research.

In summary, using near-field microscopy and SPP excitation at the wavelength of 782 nm, we have directly observed strong reflection of the incident SPP by 400-nm-period triangular lattice structures simultaneously with the SPP attenuation (below 10% of the average level) inside these structures for both $\Gamma K$ and $\Gamma M$ orientations. Strong deterioration of both the SPP reflection and inhibition of its propagation for larger wavelengths constitute, in our opinion, an unambiguous evidence of the SPPBG effect in the structures under consideration. We have also directly demonstrated SPP guiding (at 782 nm) along line defects in the SPPBG structures. Unhindered propagation of SPP fields in the 3.2-μm-wide and 18-μm-long channel in the SPPBG structure has been observed. Further investigations and optimization of the structural parameters will allow substantial improvement of the effects observed and exploration of the SPPBG-based components similar to those suggested for conventional 2D PBG structures [1–10]. Finally, usage of specialized diffraction gratings for coupling of radiation (eventually from optical fibers) into the SPP would open a direct way for realization of integrated SPPBG circuits for general photonics.
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